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In past several years, rough set theory (see [15], or [25]) has developed signiﬁcantly due to its wide applications. Various
generalized rough set models have been established and their properties or structures have been investigated intensively
(see [36,37], or [35,20–23,11]).
An interesting and natural research topic in rough set theory is to study rough set theory via topology. Indeed, Polkowski
[25] pointed: ‘‘topological aspects of rough set theory were recognized early in the framework of topology of partitions”.
Skowron [29] and Wiweger [34] separately discussed this topic for classical rough set theory in 1988. Polkowski [24] con-
structed and characterized topological spaces from rough sets based on information systems. Pawlak [15] and Polkowski [25]
summarized related work respectively. Kortelainen [8] considered relationships between modiﬁed sets, topological spaces
and rough sets based on a pre-order (also see [5]). Lin [12] continued to discuss this topic, and established a connection be-
tween fuzzy rough sets and topology. Furthermore, using topology and neighborhood systems Lin [13] established a model
for granular computing. Some authors discussed relationships between generalized rough sets and topology from different
viewpoints. Skowron et al. [30,31] generalized the classical approximation spaces to tolerance approximation spaces, and
discussed the problems of attribute reduction in these spaces. Other papers on this topic we refer to [1,10,7,14,3,21]. In addi-
tion, connections between fuzzy rough set theory and fuzzy topology were also investigated (see [26,32,11]).
However, there are some problems still remain to be solved. For example, the relations between various generalized
rough sets and topology need to be cleared. In the literatures, topologies with different forms are proposed corresponding
to the same class of relation based rough sets. For example, reﬂexive relation based rough set model (see [7,3]). Are these
topologies the same topology? In this paper, we investigate systematically relations between several classes of generalized
rough sets and topology. These generalized rough sets are induced by inverse serial relations, reﬂexive relations, similarity. All rights reserved.
ience, Zhejiang Sci-Tech University, Hangzhou 310018, China. Tel.: +86 57186843720; fax: +86
du.cn (D. Pei).
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and topology are reviewed. And some new perspectives about these connections are shown.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we shall brieﬂy review basic concepts and results of the relation based rough sets and topology in two
separate subsections. For more details, we refer to [6,15–19,27,36,37].
2.1. Relation based generalized rough sets
In this paper, we always assume that U is a ﬁnite universe, i.e., a non-empty ﬁnite set of objects, R is a binary relation on U,
i.e., a subset of U2 = U  U.
R is serial if for each x 2 U, there exists y 2 U such that (x,y) 2 R; R is inverse serial if for each x 2 U, there exists y 2 U such
that (y,x) 2 R; R is reﬂexive if for each x 2 U, (x,x) 2 R; R is symmetric if for all x, y 2 U, (x,y) 2 R implies (y,x) 2 R; R is tran-
sitive if for all x, y, z 2 U, (x,y) 2 R and (y,z) 2 R imply (x,z) 2 R.
R is called a pre-order (relation) if R is both reﬂexive and transitive; R is called a similarity (or, tolerance) relation if R is
both reﬂexive and symmetric; R is called an equivalence relation if R is reﬂexive, symmetric and transitive. Moreover, if a
relation Q on U is the smallest relation containing R with some property (P), then we say that Q is the (P)-closure of R. Thus
the terminologies such as ‘‘reﬂexive closure”, ‘‘transitive closure”, ‘‘symmetric closure”, ‘‘similarity closure” and ‘‘pre-order
closure” are self-evident.
The setsRsðxÞ ¼ fy 2 Ujðx; yÞ 2 Rg; RpðxÞ ¼ fy 2 Ujðy; xÞ 2 Rg
are called the successor and predecessor neighborhood of x respectively, and the following two set-valued operators from U
to the power set PðUÞRs : x# RsðxÞ; Rp : x# RpðxÞ
are called the successor and predecessor neighborhood operators respectively. If R is an equivalence relation then
Rs(x) = Rp(x) = [x]R is the equivalence class containing x.
There exist two main methods to study rough set theory: the constructive method and the axiomatic method [37].
By using constructive method, Pawlak proposed the classical rough set theory based on an approximation space (U,R),
where R is an equivalence relation on U (see [15], or [25]). This theory has become an effective tool in managing uncertainty
contained in information systems. Many authors generalized Pawlak’s models to more general setting. These work extended
the applications of rough set theory. A class of natural generalizations based on general binary relations (where the relations
are not necessarily equivalence relations) have been proposed.
Deﬁnition 1 [37]. Let R be a binary relation on U. The ordered pair (U,R) ia called a (generalized) approximation space based
on the relation R. For X # U, the lower and upper approximations of X are respectively deﬁned as follows:aprRðXÞ ¼ fx 2 UjRsðxÞ#Xg; aprRðXÞ ¼ fx 2 UjRsðxÞ \ X – ;g:
For X # U, the pair ðaprRðXÞ; aprRðXÞÞ is called a relation based (generalized) rough set. In particular, if the relation R is
serial (or, inverse serial, reﬂexive, symmetric, transitive, a pre-order, etc.), then the rough set is called a serial (correspond-
ingly, inverse serial, reﬂexive, symmetric, transitive, pre-order, etc.) rough set.Proposition 1 [37]. In an approximation space (U,R), the approximation operators L = aprR and H ¼ aprR have the following
properties for all X, Y # U:
(L0) L(X) = H(X);
(U0) H(X) = L(X);
(L1) L(U) = U;
(U1) H(;) = ;;
(L2) L(X \ Y) = L(X) \ L(Y);
(U2) H(X [ Y) = H(X) [ H(Y);
where X is the complement of X with respect to U.
Moreover, if R is serial, then
(L3) L(;) = ;;
(U3) H(U) = U.
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(L4) X– U) L(X)– U;
(U4) X– ; ) H(X)– ;.
If R is reﬂexive, then
(L5) L(X) # X;
(U5) X # H(X).
If R is symmetric, then
(L6) X # L(H(X));
(U6) H(L(X)) # X.
If R is transitive, then
(L7) L(X) # L(L(X));
(U7) H(H(X)) # H(X).
The axiomatic approach for studying rough set theory is based on two unary operators satisfying some conditions on the
power set of the given universe. By taking the operators as the approximate operators, one can determine a binary relation
and furthermore, an approximate space and a rough set model. The following proposition lists such classes of conditions for
determining different generalized rough set models.
Proposition 2 [37]. Let L be a unary operator on PðUÞ, and H the unary operator on PðUÞ deﬁned by (U0).
(i) If L satisﬁes (L1) and (L2), then there exists a binary relation R on U such thatL ¼ aprR; H ¼ aprR; ð1Þ
and H satisﬁes (U1) and (U2).(ii) If L satisﬁes (L1), (L2) and (L3), then there exists a serial relation R on U such that (1) holds, and H satisﬁes (U1), (U2) and
(U3).
(iii) If L satisﬁes (L1), (L2) and (L4), then there exists an inverse serial relation R on U such that (1) holds, and H satisﬁes (U1),
(U2) and (U4).
(iv) If L satisﬁes (L1), (L2) and (L5), then there exists a reﬂexive relation R on U such that (1) holds, and H satisﬁes (U1), (U2)
and (U5).
(v) If L satisﬁes (L1), (L2) and (L6), then there exists a symmetric relation R on U such that (1) holds, and H satisﬁes (U1), (U2)
and (U6).
(vi) If L satisﬁes (L1), (L2) and (L7), then there exists a transitive relation R on U such that (1) holds, and H satisﬁes (U1), (U2)
and (U7).2.2. Some basic concepts of topology
The basic concepts of topology have been widely used in many areas.
Deﬁnition 2 [6]. Let U be a non-empty set. A topology on U is a family T of subsets of U which satisﬁes the two conditions:
the intersection of any ﬁnite members of T is still a member of T , and the union of the members of each subfamily of T is
also a member of T . The pair ðU; T Þ, or brieﬂy, U is called a topological space.
The members of the topology T are called open relative to T , and a subset of U is called closed if its complement is open. A
subset X in a topological space ðU; T Þ is a neighborhood of a point x 2 U if X contains an open set to which x belongs.
A point x of a set A is an interior point of A if A is a neighborhood of x, and the set of all interior points of A is called the
interior of A. The interior of A is denoted by Ao.
The closure of a subset A of a topological space ðU; T Þ is the intersection of the family of all closed sets containing A. The
closure of A is denoted by A.
A unary operator Int on PðUÞ is an interior operator on U if Int satisﬁes the following conditions for all A, B # U:
(I1) Int(U) = U;
(I2) Int(A) # A;
(I3) Int(Int(A)) = A;
(I4) Int(A \ B) = Int(A) \ Int(B).
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B # U:
(C1) Cl(;) = ;;
(C2) A # Cl(A);
(C3) Cl(Cl(A)) = A;
(C4) Cl(A [ B) = Cl(A) [ Cl(B).
Obviously, in a topological space ðU; T Þ the operator
 : PðUÞ ! PðUÞ; A# Ais a closure operator on U, and the operatoro : PðUÞ ! PðUÞ; A# Aois an interior operator on U.
It is well known that a closure operator Cl on U can induce a topology T such that in the topological space ðU; T Þ, Cl(A) is
just the closure of A for each A # U. The similar statement is also true for an interior operator (see [27]).
A topology T is called an Alexandrov topology if the set of open sets in the topology is closed for arbitrary intersections
(see [33], or [2,9,4]); A topology T is called a clopen topology if every open set is also closed (see [7]).
By Proposition 1 we can obtain the well known results [8,5,36]: if R is a pre-order on U, then the lower approximation
operator L = aprR is an interior operator on U. Thus an Alexandrov topology can be induced by L. Similarly, the upper approx-
imation operator H ¼ aprR is a closure operator on U, and an Alexandrov topology can be induced by H. This shows that there
exist close connections between generalized rough sets and topology.
In a topological space ðU; T Þ, a family B# T of sets is called a base for the topology T if for each point x of the space, and
each neighborhood X of x, there is a member V of B such that x 2 V # X. We know that a subfamily B of a topology T is a base
for T if and only if each member of T is the union of members of B. Moreover, B#PðUÞ forms a base for some topology on U
if and only if B satisﬁes the following conditions:
(B1) U ¼ SfBjB 2 Bg.
(B2) For every two members X and Y of B and each point x 2 X \ Y there is Z 2 B such that x 2 Z # X \ Y.
Also, a family S# T of sets is a subbase for the topology T if the family of all ﬁnite intersections of members of S is a base
for T . Moreover, S#PðUÞ is a subbase for some topology on U if and only if S satisﬁes the following condition:
(S0) U ¼ SfSjS 2 Sg.
A topological space is called regular if for each point x and each closed set A such that x R A, there are disjoint open sets V
andW such that x 2 V and A # W. A topological space is called normal if for each disjoint pair of closed sets A and B, there are
disjoint open sets V and W such that A # V and B # W.
If T 1 and T 2 are two topologies on U and T 1# T 2, then we say that T 2 is ﬁner than T 1.
3. Uniqueness of the binary relation in the axiomatic rough set theory
In this section, we discuss the uniqueness of the relation in the axiomatic rough set theory. Naturally, uniqueness problem
is interesting and important. In order to solve this problem, we need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let R1 and R2 be two binary relations on U. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) R1 # R2;
(ii) (R1)s(x) # (R2)s(x), x 2 U;
(iii) aprR1 ðXÞ  aprR2 ðXÞ; X#U;
(iv) aprR1 ðXÞ# aprR2 ðXÞ; X#U.Proof
(i)) (ii). Suppose that (i) holds, i.e., R1 # R2. Then for each x 2 U, we have
ðR1ÞsðxÞ ¼ fy 2 V jðx; yÞ 2 R1g# fy 2 V jðx; yÞ 2 R2g ¼ ðR2ÞsðxÞ:
(ii)) (iii). Suppose that (ii) holds, i.e., (R1)s # (R2)s. Then for each A # V, we have
aprR1 ðAÞ ¼ fx 2 UjðR1ÞsðxÞ#Ag  fx 2 UjðR1ÞsðxÞ#Ag ¼ aprR2 ðAÞ:
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aprR1 ðAÞ ¼ aprR1 ð AÞ#  aprR2 ð AÞ ¼ aprR2 ðAÞ:
(iv)) (i). Suppose that (iv) holds, i.e., for any A # V, aprR1 ðAÞ# aprR2 ðAÞ. If (i) does not hold, i.e.,
R1R2;
or equivalently, there is (x,y) 2 R1  R2, then
y 2 ðR1ÞsðxÞ; y R ðR2ÞsðxÞ;hencex 2 aprR1 ðfygÞ; x R aprR2 ðfygÞ:
This contradicts the assumption, and the proof is completed. h
As a direct corollary of the above theorem, we have:
Lemma 2. Let R1 and R2 be two binary relations on U. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) R1 = R2;
(ii) (R1)s = (R2)s;
(iii) aprR1 ¼ aprR2 ;
(iv) aprR1 ¼ aprR2 .
By the above two lammas, we can obtain the uniqueness of binary relation.
Theorem 1. In Proposition 2(i) (naturally, also in (ii)–(vi)), the binary relation R is uniquely determined by L.4. Correspondence between topologies and generalized rough sets
In this section, we investigate connections between topology and different generalized rough set theories based on var-
ious binary relations.
Let R be a binary relation on a given universe U. SetSR ¼ fRsðxÞjx 2 Ug:
In the case when (U,R) is a classical approximation space, i.e., R is an equivalence relation on U, the following results are
well known (see [1,12,13]):
(i) SR ¼ U=R is a partition base for some topology on U, i.e., SR is both a partition of U and a base for some topology on U;
(ii) T R is a clopen topology of U, i.e., members of T R are both open and closed;
(iii) the topological space ðU; T RÞ is both regular and normal.
4.1. Topology vs inverse serial rough sets
First, let us consider the most general rough set theory in which R is a general binary relation.
Deﬁnition 3. Suppose that (U,R) is an approximation space, if SR forms a subbase for some topology on U, then SR
determines a unique topology on U. We call this topology the topology induced by R, and use T R to denote this topology.
A topology T is a Pawlak topology if this topology is induced by an equivalence relation on U (see [12,13]).
A basic problem is: when does SR form a subbase for some topology on U?
We note that SR forms a subbase for some topology on U if and only ifRsðUÞ ¼
[
x2U
RsðxÞ ¼ U: ð2ÞThis is the condition (S0). The equality (2) is true if and only if R is inverse serial.
This observation gives a sufﬁciency and necessary condition which makes the family of subsets SR form a subbase for
some topology on U. We summarize the fact by the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If R is a binary relation on U, then SR forms a subbase for some topology on U if and only if R is inverse serial.
Remark 1. This theorem shows that the rough set theory based on an inverse serial relation is the weakest rough set theory
in which SR forms a subbase for some topology. Lashin et al. [10] used SR as a subbase for some topology on U for each binary
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U since the necessary and sufﬁcient condition (S0) or (2) for a subbase is not true.
For example, SR cannot form a subbase for any topology on U if R is the empty relation ; on U. Moreover, it is not very
difﬁcult to give an example in which the relation R is non-empty for the same end.
An interesting problem arises: Can two different inverse serial relations on U induce the same topology on U? The follow-
ing example gives a positive answer (note: the following example is a simpliﬁcation of the corresponding example of [10]):
Example. Let U = {0,1,2,3,4}, andR1 ¼ fð0;0Þ; ð0;1Þ; ð0;2Þ; ð1;2Þ; ð1;3Þ; ð2;2Þ; ð2;3Þ; ð3;2Þ; ð3;3Þ; ð4;3Þ; ð4;4Þg;
R2 ¼ fð0;0Þ; ð0;1Þ; ð0;2Þ; ð1; 0Þ; ð1;1Þ; ð1;2Þ; ð2;2Þ; ð2;3Þ; ð3;3Þ; ð3;4Þ; ð4;3Þ; ð4;4Þg:Then R1 and R2 are inverse serial relations on U, andðR1Þsð0Þ ¼ f0;1;2g; ðR1Þsð1Þ ¼ f2;3g ¼ ðR1Þsð2Þ ¼ ðR1Þsð3Þ; ðR1Þsð4Þ ¼ f3;4g;
ðR2Þsð0Þ ¼ f0;1;2g ¼ ðR2Þsð1Þ; ðR2Þsð2Þ ¼ f2;3g; ðR2Þsð3Þ ¼ f3;4g ¼ ðR2Þsð4Þ:Hence SR1 ¼ SR2 , and T R1 ¼ T R1 .
Recently, Fan and Pei [3] constructed a new topology on U based on a general relation on U.
Theorem 3 [3]. Let R be a binary relation on U, andRs ðxÞ ¼ fxg [ RsðxÞ; T R ¼ fAjð8x 2 AÞRs ðxÞ#Ag:
Then T R is a topology on U.
In the following subsections, we shall prove that the topology T R is ﬁner than the topology T R, and give a condition under
which the both are the same topology.
4.2. Topology vs reﬂexive rough sets
For reﬂexive rough sets, we ﬁrst review the following conclusion:
Theorem 4 [7]. If R is a reﬂexive relation on U, then the familyT KR ¼ fA#UjaprRðAÞ ¼ Ag
is a topology on U.
It is obvious that the topology T KR is an Alexandrov topology on U.
On relations between the three topologies T R; T R and T KR , we have the following two theorems:
Theorem 5. If R is reﬂexive then T KR # T R, that is, T R is ﬁner than T KR .Proof. Suppose that A 2 T KR , i.e., aprR(A) = A. In order to prove that A 2 T R it sufﬁces to prove that
A ¼
[
fRsðxÞjx 2 Ag:Let B =
S
{Rs(x)jx 2 A}.
Since R is reﬂexive we have A # B. Conversely, for each x 2 B, there is y 2 A = aprR(A) such that x 2 Rs(y). Since y 2 aprR(A)
we have Rs(y) # A, and this proves that x 2 A. hRemark 2. In the above theorem, T KR and T R are not equal in general since for each x, the equality aprR(Rs(x)) = Rs(x) does not
necessarily hold. In fact, we only have the inclusion aprR(Rs(x)) # Rs(x). Theorem 7 shows that T R is ﬁner than T KR . In the next
section, we shall give a condition under which they are the same topology.Theorem 6. If the relation R is reﬂexive, then T R ¼ T KR .Proof. When R is reﬂexive, Rs ðxÞ ¼ RsðxÞ for each x 2 U. To complete the proof, we only need to show that aprR(A) = A if and
only if ("x 2 A)Rs(x) # A for each A # U.
In fact, according to property (L5) of the lower approximation operator, aprR(A) = A if and only if A # aprR(A), and if and
only if for each x 2 A, Rs(x) # A by the deﬁnition of the lower approximation operator. h
This theorem shows that the topologies T R and T KR are the same topology for reﬂexive rough sets. As a direct corollary, we
get the conclusion that T R is ﬁner than T R if R is reﬂexive.
To similarity rough sets, we mention the following results from Kondo [7]:
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also closed. Conversely, if a topology T on U is a clopen topology, then there exists a similarity relation R on U such that T ¼ T KR .
This theorem shows that for similar rough sets, both the topologies T KR and T R are clopen topologies. Thus we can con-
struct a bijection between the set of all similarity relations on U and the set of all clopen topologies on U.
4.3. Topology vs pre-order rough sets
In the literatures, there have been some interesting results on the relation between topology and generalized rough sets
when the relation R is a pre-order relation (see [2,5,8,36]).
Theorem 8 [36]. (I) If R is a binary relation on U, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) R is a pre-order relation;
(ii) aprR is an interior operator on PðUÞ;
(iii) aprR is a closure operator on PðUÞ.
(II) Let ðU; T Þ be a topological space. DeﬁneRT #U
2; ðx; yÞ 2 RT iff x 2 fyg; ð3Þthen RT is a pre-order relation on U, and aprR and aprR are the interior and closure operators with respect to T , respectively.
It is obvious that if R is a pre-order relation, then the topologies determined by SR, aprR and aprR respectively are the same
Alexandrov topology. In addition, based on Section 3, we can prove that the pre-order relation R given by (II) of Theorem 10 is
unique.
Theorem 9. If R is a pre-order relation on U then SR forms a base for some topology on U.Proof. In order to prove that SR forms a base for some topology on U, it is only necessary to prove that SR satisﬁes conditions
(B1) and (B2) of Section 2.
SR obviously satisﬁes the condition (B1) because R is a pre-order on U.
Furthermore, for any RsðxÞ;RsðyÞ 2 SR with Rs(x) \ Rs(y)– ; and z 2 Rs(x) \ Rs(y), we have RsðzÞ 2 SR and
z 2 Rs(z) # Rs(x) \ Rs(y) by the reﬂexivity and transitivity of R. This shows that SR satisﬁes (B2). h
A natural problem arises: If R is an inverse serial relation on U, then T R is the unique topology on U determined by R
according to Deﬁnition 3, and furthermore, RT R is the unique pre-order relation determined by the topology T R. It is mean-
ingful to investigate relation between R and RT R .
It seems that RT R is the pre-order closure of R, i.e., the smallest pre-order relation containing R. However, the answer to
this problem is negative. In fact, the problem has been solved by the following theorem.
Theorem 10 [3]. If R is an inverse serial relation on U, then RT R is the greatest pre-order relation included in R.
On the other hand, we have proved the following result:
Theorem 11 [3]. If R is a relation on U, then the relation RT R induced by the topology T R is the pre-order closure of R.
According to Remark 2, generally speaking, for any reﬂexive relation R, T R and T KR (or, T R) are different. However, when R
is a pre-order relation on U, then all three topologies agree.
Lemma 3. Let R be a pre-order relation on U. Then T R ¼ T KR ¼ T R.Proof. If R is a pre-order relation on U, then the conclusion follows whenever RsðxÞ 2 T KR , i.e., aprR(Rs(x)) = Rs(x) for each x 2 U.
It is only necessary to prove that Rs(x) # aprR(Rs(x)) for each x 2 U.
In fact, if y 2 Rs(x), then for each z 2 Rs(y) we have z 2 Rs(x) by the transitivity of R. This shows that Rs(y) # Rs(x) and
y 2 aprR(Rs(x)). h
We have pointed earlier that two different inverse serial relations may induce the same topology. But this cannot happen
in the case of pre-order relations, as is illustrated by the following propositions.
Lemma 4. Let R1 and R2 be two pre-orders on U. Then
(i) R1 # R2 if and only if T R2 # T R1 ;
(ii) R1 = R2 if and only if T R1 ¼ T R2 .
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For the necessity, suppose that R1 # R2. In order to prove that T R2 # T R1 , it is only necessary to prove that ðR2ÞsðxÞ 2 T R1
for each x 2 U.
In fact, we have (R1)s(x) # (R2)s(x) for each x 2 U. For each y 2 (R2)s(x), since R1 is transitive, we haveTable 1
Corresp
R
ISR
SR
POR
ERðR1ÞsðyÞ# ðR1ÞsðxÞ# ðR2ÞsðxÞ:
Therefore, (R2)s(x) is open in T R1 , namely, ðR2ÞsðxÞ 2 T R1 .
For the sufﬁciency, suppose that T R2 # T R1 , then cl1(A) # cl2(A) for each A # Uwhere cli(A) is the closure of Awith respect
to the topology T Ri , i = 1,2. Therefore, if (x,y) 2 R1, i.e., x 2 cl1(y), we have x 2 cl2(y), i.e., (x, y) 2 R2. h
Moreover, we have the following:
Lemma 5. If R is a pre-order relation and T is an Alexandrov topology on U, then
(i) RT R ¼ R;
(ii) T RT ¼ T .Proof. (i) is obvious by Lemma 4. For (ii), since both topologies T RT and T are induced by the pre-order relation RT . Hence
they are the same Alexandrov topology. h
Based on the above theorem, we can easily prove the following result:
Theorem 12. The following mapping is a bijection from the set of all pre-order relations on U to the set of all Alexandrov topologies
on U:f : R# T R:
Moreover, the inverse mapping f1 of f isf1 : T # RT :Remark 3. Fan and Pei [3] gave a bijection between the set of all topologies satisfying the so-called (FC) condition and the
set of all pre-order relations.
This theorem gives a one–one correspondence between the pre-order relation based rough sets and Alexandrov topolog-
ical spaces.
Moreover, if ðU; T Þ is a Pawlak topological space, then there exists unique equivalence relation R on U such that T ¼ T R.
Thus we can establish a close connection between the classical rough sets and Pawlak topologies. Also, R is an equivalence
relation on U if and only if SR forms a partition base for some topology on U.
As the end of this section, we can give basic properties of interior L = Int and closure operators H = Cl of various topological
spaces corresponding to relation based rough sets. Indeed, these properties have been list in Propositions 1 and 2. For con-
venience, we shall list these properties in Table 1.
5. Summary and conclusions
The following table gives a summary of relations between generalized rough sets and topology (where R* is the largest
pre-order relation included in R).
In the above table the abbreviations ISR, SR, POR and ER stand for inverse serial relation, similarity relation, pre-order
relation and equivalent relation respectively, and Int and Cl stand for the interior and closure operators of the corresponding
topological spaces respectively.
Topology is a powerful mathematical tool to many applied areas such as computer science (see [28]), fuzzy set theory (see
[5]) and rough set theory (see [25]). In this paper we gave a detailed discussion of relation between rough set theory and
topology. First, in the relation based rough set theory, we proved the uniqueness of binary relation determined by the so-
called algebraic method. Then, we mainly considered three classes of rough set theories induced by inverse serial binary rela-
tions, reﬂexive relations and pre-order relations respectively, and investigated connections between these rough set theoriesondence between relations and topologies.
SR T R Int Cl RT R
Subbase Topology L0–L2, L3 U0–U2, U3 R*
Subbase Clopen topology L0–L2, L5, L6 U0–U2, U5, U6 R*
Base Alexandrov topology L0–L2, L5, L7 U0–U2, U5, U7 R
Partition base Pawlak topology L0–L2, L5–L7 U0–U2, U5–U7 R
Z. Pei et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 52 (2011) 231–239 239and topology. We used the fact that the inverse serial relation based rough set theory is the most basic theory to induce a
topology to show a mistake existing in a related literature. Another basic fact is that different relation based generalized
rough set models induce different topological spaces. We proved that two interesting topologies corresponding to reﬂexive
relation based rough set model given recently by the literatures are different, and gave a condition under which the both are
the same topology. Furthermore we showed that for the pre-order relation based rough set theory three known topologies
coincide. Some correspondences between generalized rough sets and topology are shown.
There are still some interesting problems which need be further discussed. For example, how to ﬁnd the concrete form of
topology induced by inverse serial relations is a good topic to investigate. There are some problems about fuzzy rough set
theory and fuzzy topology (see [26]). The powerful topological tool can be applied to make more thorough studies on gen-
eralized rough set theory. Naturally, Similar to Skowron et al. [30] we should discussed the problem of attribute reduction in
more general approximation spaces.
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